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St Bridget’s Kirk

Timeline
Before 1170 Kirk built
1170s Kirk granted to
the canons of the new
priory of Inchcolm
1244 Kirk dedicated to
St Bridget
1555 Birth of Alexander
Seton, later first earl of
Dunfermline
1600s New aisles added
to kirk, including the
Dunfermline aisle and
the Inglis aisle
1622 Alexander Seton
buried at St Bridget’s
late 1600s Wooden
galleries added at either
end of kirk
1755 Around 750 people
living in old village of
Dalgety, close to kirk
1830 Kirk no longer in
use, after villagers move
to Fordel
1800s Burial ground
around kirk still in use.
Watch house built.
1936 Kirk taken into
care of Historic Scotland

Nestling against a wooded slope
on the shores of the Forth, the
12th-century St Bridget’s Kirk is a
peaceful reminder of a different
way of life. Its compact size and
good state of preservation make
it an excellent starting point for a
local history study.

Historical background
A church has stood on this site for over
800 years. There may well have been a
church here before then, but no traces
of it remain today. From 1170 the
church was granted to, and serviced by
the Augustinian canons of the priory on
the nearby island of Inchcolm, The core
walls of this pre-Reformation church can
be made out today, though few other
features remain from this time .
Around 1600 the church was extended
significantly. Burial aisles and associated
‘laird’s lofts’ were added by local
families , and an entire new two-storey
aisle was built by Alexander Seton,
first earl of Dunfermline. In addition
to a burial vault, this wing included a
‘Laird’s loft’ from where the earl and his
family could take part in services, and a
withdrawing room to which they could
retreat and enjoy refreshments.

Throughout the middle ages, the
kirk was the focal point for the local
community. In the late 1600s additional
wooden galleries were built inside the
church to accommodate the expanding
congregation. This addition also
accommodated the new Protestant
form of worship, which centred not on
the altar but on the pulpit and the word
of God. By 1755 a community of about
750 had grown up around the kirk in the
old village of Dalgety.
But by the 1830s the village was
deserted in favour of Fordel, the centre
of the new coal mining industry. The
church bell was taken to St Fillan’s kirk
in Aberdour and in 1831 the kirk was
acquired by the Earl of Moray.
Though no longer in use as a parish kirk,
the graveyard at St Bridget’s continued
to be used throughout the 1800s. There
are lots of interesting gravestones,
some of which date to the seventeenth
century. A watch house was built in the
early 19th century to discourage the
practice of body-snatching for medical
research.
In 1936 the kirk was scheduled and
today it is cared for by Historic Scotland.

Seton was a notable public figure with
close links to the royal family - his
godmother was Mary Queen of Scots!
When her son, James VI, became king
of England too in 1603, it was Seton
who negotiated the legalities of this
arrangement. He became Chancellor
of Scotland in 1604. Seton had a house
close by called Dalgety House, of which
no trace remains today. He died in 1622
and was buried in the family vault at St
Bridget’s.
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Supporting learning
and teaching
A visit to St Bridget’s Kirk
can be an excellent starting
point for a local study of the
area. It provides evidence
for a range of phases of the
history of the area, and its
connection with Alexander
Seton provides links to
bigger historical themes.
A visit and use of the
suppporting materials will
help to develop:
successful learners by
challenging pupils to
consider how life has
changed for people. It will
help them to think critically
about evidence and arrive at
their own conclusions.
responsible citizens by
helping to encourage
greater respect for their
own historic and built
environment.
confident individual
pupils wilI learn
about aspects of their
community’s past, develop
an understanding of social
changes, establish some
of their own values and
communicate their views
on different historical and
social issues.
effective contributors
by broadening pupils’
knowledge and
understanding through
investigative, creative and
critical thinking.
While most of the activities
would be suit suitable for
pupils in P4-7, the language
used in this pack is aimed
at lower to middle primary
groups (i.e. P3-P5)

Before the visit:

Working on site

Here are some suggestions for
activities which may help to prepare
your class for a visit to St Bridget’s.,
depending on your approach:

When exploring the kirk, in addition to
our suggestions for discussion, pupils
should be encouraged to look critically
at what they see and to make and test
theories based on physical evidence.
Some general starting points could
include:

• Help pupils gain a clearer grasp of
the time scale involved by making
a class time line with them. Count
back the centuries and then mark on
key events in the history of the kirk
or thte local area. This can be added
to after the visit.
• Many children have only a hazy
idea about what churches are.
Discuss what kind of activities take
place in churches or other religious
buildings today – for example,
weddings, funerals, christenings as
well as regular services. For many
people today a visit to a church
is a rare event and is usually for
a special occasion. Help pupils
understand that in the old days the
kirk was absolutely the centre of
life, providing guidance on how to
live your life on earth in order to
progress safely to a happier next life.
• It is helpful if pupils are familiar with
some of the terminology associated
with churches, as this will make
it easier to discuss on site. Useful
words might include: gravestone,
aisle, gallery, burial vault, coat of
arms, altar, priest, minister, sermon,
pulpit.
• You may wish to use the character
of Alexander Seton as a ‘way in’ to
the story of the kirk. This resource
details a pilot project conducted
with Dalgety Bay Primary School.
The project involved Seton’s ghost
emailing the class with various
challenges for them to solve, as a
way of stimulating interest in the
church and personalising its history.
For futher details of this approach,
see p4. Otherwise pupils could carry
out their own research into key
events of his life.
• Look at a range of maps of the area,
dating back as far as possible. These
could be displayed, with the kirk
highlighted to show its constant
presence as the world around it
changes.

• What materials were used to build
the kirk?
• Why were these materials chosen?
• Are they any materials which might
have rotted away or been stolen
since then?
Pupils can record evidence by taking
notes, sketching, taking photographs,
recording impressions into a tape
recorder.

Suggestions for follow-up work
Following the visit pupils can pool their
findings in groups to create a fuller
picture of the kirk. This could form
the basis for a range of presentation
activities, for example:
• A guide book or promotional leaflet
for future visitors
• Designing a postcard or other
souvenir to promote interest in the
kirk locally
• A slide show with commentary of
their visit
• Imaginative writing based on the
lives of people who attended the kirk
in the past – perhaps based on one of
the names on a gravestone
Pupils could also work with
photographs they have taken,
annotating them to show how the
church might have looked in the past.
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Tackling vandalism In
recent years the kirk has
suffered at the hands of
vandals. In a recent pilot
project, P4 pupils at a local
school tried to tackle this
problem by finding out more
about the church and then
bringing the church and its
plight to the attention of the
community. Such a project
can be an excellent means
through which to develop
the four capacities of the
Curriculum for Excellence.

Successful learners, responsible
citizens
Here is an outline of an approach
taken by one class and their teacher, in
collaboration with Historic Scotland.
This approach could easily be duplicated
by other schools. The aim of the project
loosely was to find ways of getting a
P4 class to engage with a historic site
on their doorstep in order to raise the
profile of the church in the community.
In the long term it is hoped that this
engagement may lead to a reduction in
vandalism on site. The project fell into
three phases.

Phase 1: Creating interest
Out of the blue, a character called
Alexander Seton – in fact someone
working for Historic Scotland – emailed
a P4 class, introducing himself and
asking for the help of the class. The
email was projected using an interactive
whiteboard and the class responded
positively. Alexander then said he was
going to set the class some challenges to
find out whether they were suitable.
Graffiti

Setting fire to the door

Over four consecutive days, Alexander
emailed the class photographs of details
of St Bridget’s Kirk, each time with a
simple question (e.g. a photo of the
belfry was sent to the class with the
question: what’s missing? A photo of an
inscription from a gravestone was sent
with the question: what was the name
of this person?). The class responded
with their suggestions and Alexander
gave feedback on their answers. In his
messages he also dropped in details
about his life in the seventeenth century,
and also signed himself with the Seton
coat of arms. He explained that he had a
secretary who was able to use email and
digital cameras for him. At the end of
the week he invited them to meet him
at St Bridget’s.

A message from Alexander Seton

Phase 2: Getting to know
the site
The class arrived at St Bridget’s.
They were met by the secretary who
explained that Alexander had left
them some letters around the site. In
groups the class investigated the site,
finding envelopes containing letters
with further investigation challenges.
These were a version of the tour notes,
but re-written in the first person, as
though from Alexander himself. Also
in each envelopes pupils found one or
two letters of the alphabet, which were
numbered. As they went around, they
plotted these letters on to a numbered
list, unravellling a message. When
they completed all the challenges, the
message spelt out SAVE ST BRIDGET’S.
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Phase 2

Phase 3: Taking action
Back in the classroom, the class decided what they could
do to tackle the problem of vandalism. They discussed
the benefits of making local people interested in the site,
rather than adopting a CCTV/barbed wire approach.
At the time of writing, the class had organised a day of
action with local media and councillors on site.
Finally, Alexander contacted them again, thanking them
for their efforts.

Investigating the vandalism
The pupils were then shown pictures by the secretary
of some of the vandalism which has taken place at St
Bridget’s in recent years. The class reacted with righteous
shock. They then discussed how they might stop this
from happening.
Note: during the pilot this session on site was facilitated
by someone from Historic Scotland. However, having put
the letters in position, the session ran itself, so an actual
person isn’t necessary.

An example of vandalism

From this point on, it is up to the class and their teacher
how far they want to take it, but some suggestions might
be:
• The class create a presentation for assembly
• The class develop their own guidebook and guide
parents/other pupils around the site on a particular day
• The class make and produce their own postcards of the
kirk to sell as part of an enterprise project
• The class work with their Eco-school group and/or PTA
to monitor the site

How can we help?
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Plan of St Bridget’s Kirk
St Bridget’s Kirk: a
tour route
Our suggested tour route
takes in 8 key locations:
1. Introduction – entrance

2

2. East end of aisle

3

3. Inglis aisle
4. West end of aisle
5. Bell and stairway
6. Laird’s loft
7. Retiring room
8. Graveyard and watch
house

4

Tour notes include:
• background information

6

about each location
for teachers or parent
helpers. It is written in
simple language so that
it can be read out loud to

1

5

7

pupils if desired.
• discussion points which
encourage pupils to look
and interpret what they
can see around them.

8

It is not necessary to visit
the locations in the order
listed. Ideally split your class
into groups of 8-10, each
with an adult leader, to allow
for maximum participation
in discussion and to avoid
overcrowding.
Another approach might be
to give groups of pupils a
page of the tour notes and
allow them to guide others
round a particular location
when that point in the tour
is reached.

Please feel free to adapt and use the tour notes to the needs and interest of
your class.
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Location 1: Introduction – the entrance to the kirk
Did you know...
At one point there would
have been a priest’s
house somewhere close
to the kirk. Where do you
think it might have been?

Go through the gate into the churchyard. Follow the path round, with the church
on your left and stop by the doorway into the church itself. If it is dry, sit the pupils
down on the low walls by the entrance.
Background information for teachers. This can be read to pupils.
• Here we are at St Bridget’s Kirk. It is a really old church – one of the oldest in
Scotland. It was built in the early 1100s. Can you work out how old it is? (help
pupils count back in centuries – 2008. 1908, 1808…..1108 – more than 800 years
old).
• Some parts were added later and we’ll find out more about them when we go
inside. It was used as a church until about 1830, nearly 200 years ago.
• When do people go to church today? (some people every week for church
services, other people go occasionally for weddings, funerals, christenings etc). In
the old days, everyone went to church at least once a week. The church was the
centre of their lives. They came to church to pray to God, so that they would go to
Heaven after they died.
• In the early years of the kirk, the priest who led the church services would row
over from the island of Inchcolm. If you look out to sea, you can just see the island.
Have a look!

St Bridget’s Kirk from
the shore

• Shut your eyes. Listen for a few moments. What can you hear? (wind, waves,
birds, sound of trees – possibly cars, but unlikely). Which sounds do you think
the people from long ago would hear? (probably most of them). So – some
things are still the same. Other things have changed quite bit. Today we’re going
to find out what has changed and look for evidence about how things used to be.
• Although it isn’t used as a church today, it’s still a special place. Can you think of
two reasons why we should keep quiet and not run around here? (might trip
over low stones; also need to respect the feelings of other visitors).

Step inside the kirk. Turn right and go up to stand by the high level doorway in the far
(east) end.

Gateway to the Kirk
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Location 2: The East end of early church
Background information for teachers. This can be read to pupils.
• This end used to be the most important part of the kirk. It’s also the very oldest
part – more than 800 years old. In the old days the walls would be covered with
plaster, not just bare stone. Then they would have been beautifully decorated.
• This was where the priest used to stand, beside the altar during church services.
An altar is a special kind of table that you get in churches. It used to be very
beautiful and was lit by flickering candles. Can you imagine it, lit by candles and
maybe some sunlight coming in through the windows?
Shell symbol on slab

Teacher prompts

Desired pupil responses

The priest used silver dishes and cups during
the service. Look very carefully around you.
Can you find the place were they rinsed
these dishes after they used them?

There is a little basin in the wall
to the right of the end window.
There is a drain hole at the
bottom, if you feel inside.

Clue – look to the right of the end wall.
Looking towards the east end
of the early church

Important people were buried in the kirk.
Look down at your feet. Can you find any
places which show where these people
were buried?

Carved stone panels in the floor;
also iron rings which would have
lifted slabs up for a burial vault.

In the old days important families had their
own special signs and symbols, a bit like a
brand logo today. Look around you. Can you
find these symbols:
• sea shells

• on big carved panel on wall to
left of high level doorway

• row of flowers

• high up on big carved panel to
the right

• a moon shape, lying on its back

• on big carved panel on wall to
left of high level doorway

What other signs or shapes can you see?

• Knight’s helmet etc

Now go into the little covered section of the kirk.
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Location 3: The Inglis Aisle
Background information for teachers. This can be read to pupils.
• This part of the kirk was added later, like a DIY extension. It was built by an
important local family called the Inglis family. Can you guess what they used this
room for?
• It was almost like a little private church. The Inglis family would sit here during
services. They also used it as a place to bury family members when they died, in
the vault underneath the floor. It was like a special, family-sized grave. When their
families sat here during church services, they could remember their relatives who
had died.
Entrance to the Inglis aisle
Teacher prompts

Desired pupil responses

What do you think the five stone rectangles
on the wall were for?

Names of the the people who
were buried used to be written
here.

Do you think it was always open like this, or
do you think it was closed off in some way?

Clear signs that there used to be
some kind of screen – probably
made of metal or wood.

Go to the other end of the kirk.

The Inglis Aisle
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Location 4: The West end of the kirk
Did you know...
Alexander’s godmother
was a famous Scottish
queen – Mary, Queen of
Scots. Later on, he took
care of her grandson,
Charles, when he was a
child.

Background information for teachers. This can be read to pupils.
• To begin with the church was in the shape of a small rectangle. Everyone sat and
looked towards the altar end of the church.
• Then over the years the shape of the church changed. The style of religion
changed too. Instead of looking at the altar, in the 1500s people decided that
listening to the minister talk about God was more important. The minister stood
on a special platform called a pulpit. We think the pulpit here was at the side of
the church, near the door. People sat in a kind of horseshoe shape around the
pulpit.
• The church also got bigger. People added parts to it. Look up where you can
see a second floor window. This whole section was added by a man called
Alexander Seton. He was quite grand and important, and became the first earl of
Dunfermline.

Looking to the west end of the
early church

Teacher prompts

Desired pupil responses

Look up. Can you see where the roof used to
be? Do you think it was always in the same
place?

Triangular roof marks clearly
visible.
Position of the roof was altered
when the new wing was added.

Look on the walls here, above your head.
Can you see some holes in the walls, all at
the same height?
What do you think might have slotted into
these holes?

Wooden beams to support a
wooden floor.

There used to be a kind of wooden platform
here. People could stand on it to take part in
the church service. It was a bit like having a
double decker church! The church would be
stuffed full of people.
Look around you. Do you think there was a
gallery like this anywhere else in the kirk?

Yes, the other end of the early
church – you can see more
similar holes in the wall.

How would people get into the other
gallery?

Up stairs from outside.

Leave the church. Turn right and walk around the edge of the kirk. Stop below the
highest wall of the kirk.
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Location 5: The bell and stairway
Did you know...
In 1755 there were more
than 750 people living in
the old village of Dalgety.

Background information for teachers. This can be read to pupils.
Teacher prompts

Desired pupil responses

Look up to the top of this wall, where there
is a small archway. What do you think used
to hang here?

A bell.

Why do you think that the church had a
bell?

To ring when it was time to
come to church – like a school
bell at the end of playtime.

Can you see any clues which show us how
the bell used to be rung?

There are clear marks showing
where the ropes or chains from
the bell have rubbed against the
stonework.

Can you pretend to ring the bell?

Site of bell with rope or chain
rubbings

• In the 1830s, nearly 200 years ago, the church closed down. Lots of the local
people were working as miners by this time so they had moved to live nearer the
mines and built a new church there. But they recyled the church bell. Today you
can see it if you go to St Fillan’s church in Aberdour.
Turn right round the corner and stop beside the entrance to the stairway.
• This was the grand entrance to the private aisle of the Setons, the earls of
Dunfermline. They were the most important family in the area, so they had to
have the best seats in the whole church. They built their own private section
of the church, up here. It’s a bit like having your own private box at a football
stadium.

Entrance to stairway

Teacher prompts

Desired pupil responses

What do you think used to be on the
rectangle above the door?

The Seton family coat of arms.

Do you think ordinary people were allowed
to come up here?

Probably just for the Setons and
their guests.

Go up the stairs to the Laird’s Loft.
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Location 6: The Laird’s Loft
Did you know...
The Setons had lots of
grand houses in their
family – Pinkie House
near Edinburgh and Fyvie
Castle in Aberdeenshire.

In the Laird’s Loft

Background information for teachers. This can be read to pupils.
• This was the Seton family’s private apartment at St Bridget’s kirk. They could take
part in the church service from up here in comfort. They could see the people of
the parish and check that everyone was there. They could also be seen from up
here.
• Like the church, this room would have been beautifully decorated in the old days.

Teacher prompts

Desired pupil responses

Look out of the big window down into the
church. Look at the door where you went
into the church. Above the door, can you
see what colours the church used to be
painted?

Faint reddish marks can be seen
– the remains of painted plaster.

Look around this room. Can you see where
the Setons used to have beautiful wall
hangings and carved panels?

Lots of blank rectangular panels.

How many can you count?

8-9

Do you think this room was dark or light in
the days of Alexander Seton?

Probably quite bright – there are
lots of windows.

Move into the next room – the retiring room
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Location 7: The Retiring Room
Did you know...
The Setons were buried
in a special place
underneath where we
are standing now. When
Alexander died, he had
a very grand funeral.
Someone even wrote
a poem about it, called
Tears for the Death of the
Earl of Dunfermline. It’s
eight pages long!

Background information for teachers. This can be read to pupils.
• Church services were very long in the 1600s. The minister’s sermon would last for
at least an hour – and there would be two services each Sunday. This was where
the Seton family would sometimes come to take a break from the long church
services. Sometimes they would even have refreshments in here!
Teacher prompts

Desired pupil responses

Can you work out what shape the ceiling
would have been in here? - clue – look at
the marks on the wall opposite the door.

Rounded – you can see semicircular shape on the wall.

Look at the windows. As the Setons were
rich, they had glass in the windows, but only
in part of them. Have a look and see if you
can work it out: was the glass in the top or
the bottom half?

Top half – you can see a groove
where the glass would have
been slotted.

The bottom half would have been wooden
shutters which they could open if they
needed to.
There were also bars across the windows for
security – can you see where they used to
be?

Square marks on some window
sills where bars used to be.

How do you think the Setons kept warm in
here?

Windows shut, fire roaring, wall
hangings on wall – nice and cosy!

Mark of roof in retiring room
Go back downstairs, turn left and go towards the little stone building which is the
other side of the graveyard wall (don’t leave the graveyard).

Fireplace in retiring room
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Location 8: The Graveyard and Watch House
Did you know...
If you look round the
other side of the watch
house, you can find a
very old carved stone
which was recycled
from somewhere else –
perhaps from a grave. No
one knows exactly where
it came from.

Background information for teachers. This can be read to pupils.
• This graveyard is quite a busy place! It was used for over 800 years, even after the
kirk closed down, so a lot of people were buried here.
• If you look at a gravestone, you get a reminder of who that person was. You might
see their name or initials, and perhaps the date that they died. Sometimes you get
a clue about their job or where they lived.
• People would come here to remember their loved ones. It’s a bit like looking at a
photograph album today.
Teacher prompts

Desired pupil responses

Look at a grave stone. Can you find:

Most graves will show at least
some of these details. Jobs may
be shown by drawings or carved
stonework – eg a pick might
show a miner, a spade a farmer.

•
•
•
•

names or initials of people who died
where they came from
when they died
anything about their job

Some of the stones show a kind of eggtimer.
Can you find one?

A sign that your time has run
out!

What do you think this shows?

The watch house

Some stones show angels. Can you find
one? What do you think the angels were
for?

To help the dead person ‘fly’ to
Heaven.

Some stones show skulls and bones. Can
you find one? What do you think this
shows?

A reminder that everyone must
die in the end.

• In the 1800s a lot of people were training as doctors in Edinburgh. They wanted to
understand how bodies worked, so sometimes they would be given dead bodies
to investigate. But if there was a shortage of bodies, sometimes bad people would
secretly dig up recently buried people, and sell their bodies to the students!
• That’s why the little stone house here was built. It’s called a mort house, which
means House of the Dead. Relatives of people who had just died would come at
night and watch the graves to make sure that the bodies weren’t disturbed. It’s a
bit like having CCTV today.
Large grave marker

• But there’s something odd about this mort house. If you were in it, do you think
you could see the graveyard? (no – the wall is in the way). So what do you think
has happened since the mort house was built? A new part of the wall has been
built – you can see where the doorway used to be and has now been blocked up.
This is the end of our tour. If time allows, you might want to let pupils go and take
photographs or draw their favourite parts of the church or graveyard.
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FAQ
Q What is the
minimum number of
adults required for
supervision?
A 1 adult to 10 pupils
Q Is it possible to have a
guided tour?
A As the site is unstaffed,
it is not possible to have a
tour.
Q Is there disabled
access?
A There is wheelchair
access into the graveyard.
Other areas of the kirk are
accessibly only via stone
steps.
Q Are there lunch
facilities?
A Pupils can picnic outside
or in poor weather can
shelter in the Inglis aisle.
Q Where are the toilets?
A There are no toilets on
site – please go before you
come!
Q Do you carry out risk
assessments on behalf of
schools?
A Risk assessment of the
site is the responsibility of
the teacher in charge of the
group. Hazard information
sheets available on the
Historic Scotland website
provide information that
can help teachers prepare
their risk assessments.
Q Is there a shop?
A There is no shop on site.

Visiting St Bridget’s Kirk

Additional resources

Location: On the shores of the Forth,
2m SW of Aberdour off the A921. On the
Fife Coastal Path, east of Dalgety Bay.

For teachers:

Parking: There is a small car park close
to the church, but it is not really suitalbe
for large coaches. Please discuss when
booking.
Pre visits: We strongly recommend
that teachers visit the kirk in advance
to familiarise themselves with the site
and to make a risk assessment before
bringing school parties.

There are not many resources
specifically focussing on St Bridget’s
kirk. The best bet is to look in the
local history section of a Fife library.
The following books and websites
offer suggestions for more general
information relating to Scotland in the
middle ages.
Simpson, E., Dalgety Bay, Heritage and
Hidden History, Dunfermline, 1999 An
overview of the history of the area.

Cost: St Bridget’s is an open-air,
unstaffed site which can be accessed at
any time.

Willsher, B., Understanding Scottish
Graveyards Canongate 1985. A
thorough introduction to interpreting
key aspects of graveyards. Useful on
symbols found on gravestones.
www.undiscoveredscotland.co.uk/
aberdour/stbridgetschurch/index.html
A good overview of the history of the
kirk with some lovely pictures.

Health and safety: Please note the
following:
• Pupils should be supervised at all
times. Some of the banks are steep
and the church is close to the sea.
• Pupils should not climb on the walls.
• As part of our commitment to Green
Tourism, we ask that all litter be
disposed of back at school.
Historic Scotland Education Unit:
For further information about school
visits, activities and resources for
teachers, visit:

http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/
index.jsp A useful web-portal providing
links to a range of resources (e.g.
censuses, maps) exploring the history of
the Dalgety area.
www.genuki.org.uk/big/sct/FIF/
parishes/Dalgety/index.htm This
website has a list of links to local
resources including historic maps.
For pupils:
www.ltscotland.org.uk/scottishhistory/
middleages/medievallife/index.asp

www.historic-scotland.gov.uk
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Background information on life in
medieval Scotland. Of interest to more
able pupils.
www.bbc.co.uk/scotland/education.as/
burghlife/ This website explores burgh
life in 1566 – useful for context-setting.
www.bbc.c.uk/scotland/education/
sysm/scots/index_choice.shtml This
website looks at the life of monks in preReformation Scotland; again, useful for
context setting.
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